
January’s SEL Tips and Tricks for Parents

#1: Listen
The most important strategy to use when your child is struggling with emotions is to
actively listen to them by giving them distraction free attention, really hearing them,
and remaining judgment free. Some conversation starters that can be used are….

● ”What’s going on?”
● “I noticed you’re struggling with_____today. What’s up?”
● “Talk to me. How are you feeling?”
● “How would you rate how you’re feeling from 0-10?”

#2: Co-Regulate
Co-regulating is the process of actually sitting with your child and calming down
together. You can start by offering a coping strategy that you can do together. Some
strategies that can be suggested are….

● Coloring/drawing
● Reading a book or magazine
● Doing a puzzle
● Mindful breathing or journaling



#3: Give Space
Giving space can sometimes be the best thing for an overwhelmed child. It allows them
to have time and space to get back on track. Check back in with them when they’ve
had some time to calm down.

#4: Distract
Sometimes children need mental space from the challenges they are coping with. Some
ways to do that could be to ask for help with a task, tell a funny story about your
childhood, play a game, ask about a pet or loved one, or talk about a favorite hobby.

#5: Draw or Write
Not all children are capable of verbalizing their thoughts and feelings so drawing/writing
gives them the opportunity to do that in a way that works for them. Some strategies to
help kids express their emotions are…

● Write a letter about how they are feeling
● Draw a picture to show their emotion
● Journal or draw to music

#6: Problem-Solve
One of the most powerful ways to help children manage emotions is by teaching
problem solving techniques. When problem solving, it’s important to not solve for kids
but solve with them. Some ways to problem solve together are….

● Come up with a list of possible solutions
● Draw a picture of a way to solve them problem
● Act out different ways to solve the problem


